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Abstract
A long tradition in theoretical neuroscience casts sensory processing
in the brain as the process of inferring the maximally consistent inter-
pretations of imperfect sensory input. Recently it has been shown that
Gamma-band inhibition can enable neural attractor networks to approx-
imately carry out such a sampling mechanism. In this paper we propose
a novel neural network model based on irregular gating inhibition, show
analytically how it implements a Monte-Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)
sampler, and describe how it can be used to model networks of both neu-
ral attractors as well as of single spiking neurons. Finally we show how this
model applied to spiking neurons gives rise to a new putative mechanism
that could be used to implement stochastic synaptic weights in biological
neural networks and in neuromorphic hardware.
1 Introduction
A fundamental question in computational neuroscience is related to how the
brain can reconcile noisy sensory inputs and its internal models of the world
to reach maximally consistent abstract interpretations of the physical causes of
the sensory input. It has been argued that the dynamics and spiking behavior
of neurons can be interpreted as an expression of a sampling process by means
of which the brain performs such inference operations [7, 2]. This approach is
appealing because it allows drawing parallels between neural dynamics and well-
established algorithms such as Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) sampling
[5, 20, 13] or restricted Boltzmann-Machines (RBM) [12, 17, 22], and various
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) solvers [10, 15].
A key problem in such models is related to how probabilistic behaviour
can be implemented within these models. Up to now there have been two
major approaches proposed: either the neuron model has been assumed to be
the intrinsically stochastic [5] (which is non-ideal for corresponding hardware
implementations and incomplete from a theoretical point of view); or given a
deterministic neuron model, such as an integrate-and-fire one, high-rate, weak
Poisson input, that stochastically keeps the neurons close to the firing threshold
has been used [20].
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We focus on a third approach in which stochasticity arises from a sparsely
relieved gating inhibition that can be thought of as a model of gamma oscil-
lations. This is a computationally efficient approach as the required source of
randomness is one Poisson spiketrain of fixed rate per neuron and even simpler
sources of randomness, such as mismatched oscillations can suffice in practice
[16, 14].
A by-product of this approach is a new mechanism that could underlie the
implementation of stochastic synaptic weights and weight updates, both in bi-
ology and in neuromorphic systems. Stochastic synaptic weights (and updates)
are of interest because they may improve learning capabilities [23, 18] and allow
for novel models of neuronal sampling, such as the one we suggest in this paper.
2 Theory and Results
2.1 Abstract Sampling Model
In this section we will describe an abstract, mathematically tractable model
of biological neural networks (that we will refer to as the Gating Inhibition
Sampling Network or GISnet). Nodes in this network change their states at
Poisson distributed times that correspond to periods of lifted gating inhibition;
communication between nodes is mediated by weights that are random variables
and nodes take new states according to which of their possible values received
maximal input.
A GISnet, see figure 1, consists of interconnected nodes that represent pop-
ulations of neurons or single neurons. In the following superscripts will be used
to denote the membership of a quantity to a node. Each node represents a
variable. The state of node i at any time is given by two vectors ~Ii(t), the input
and ~Vi(t) the output: ~Vi(t) represents the discrete output value of the variable
corresponding to the node in a ‘one-hot encoding’ (one entry is one, the others
zero). If the kth entry of ~Vi(t), i.e. V
k
i (t) is one, the corresponding variable has
state k. The input vector ~Ii(t) keeps track of the weighted and summed inputs
to the node. The vector ~Ii(t) has one entry I
k
i for each possible value V
k
i (i.e.
the vectors ~Ii(t) and ~Vi(t) have the same length).
Intuitively one may think of the vector ~V as the vector that identifies which
of m mutually exclusive attractor states (or ‘patterns’) receives the highest input
in the input vector ~I. This (and only this) ‘winning’ population then may be
able to influence the competitions in other nodes.
The nodes communicate through connections between different possible val-
ues; each connection between node i and k is weighted according to a weight
matrix Wik that specifies the impact state V
q
i of node i has on input channel
Irk of node k. Note that for each pair i, k there is a full weight matrix (cor-
responding to connections between different possible values nodes i and k can
encode).
A GIS-node can only change its output value at special time points that
we will refer to as ‘spike windows’ or ‘update times’. Let si(t) be the function
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Figure 1: A GISnet consisting of three nodes; the inputs and outputs to these
nodes are vectorial. In ~Ik inputs from ‘active’ presynaptic values are aggregated;
at input independent ‘spike-windows’ the node ‘activates’ the value with the
highest summed input. The weight matrices of the directed connection edges
like Wik are random variables.
that takes value one, in spike windows of i and zero otherwise. The spike-
windows Si = {t|si(t) = 1} of node i are Poisson-distributed in time with a
fixed average density of R (the spike-rate of the node); notably these spike-
windows are determined ‘a priori’ in the sense that they are independent of
the input node i receives. The ‘a priori’ determined spike windows are a key
difference to models like [5] or [19] and lend themselves to efficient neuromorphic
implementation: Per neuron only a single Poisson spike train of similar rate as
the desired output rate of that neuron is required, which is far more efficient
than previously suggested methods in the vein of [20].
At a spike window node i takes a new value V qi (t) depending on its recent
inputs. Specifically it takes the value V qi (t) for which node i received the highest
weighted input, q = argmaxx(I
x
i (t)); the input I
q
i (t) to node i is given by
Iqi (t) =
∑
j
~VjWij (1)
Where the sum over j goes over all upstream connected neurons. In words, at
a spike window, each possible value of the node sums its current input from
connected variable values, weighted by the (random variable) weight matrices;
then the value with the highest input becomes the node’s new value.
Note that it is irrelevant how often an upstream neuron has changed its state
(‘spiked’) since the downstream neuron’s last spike window, only the current
state at the update time matters. If there is ambiguity about which value
received the highest input (i.e. if there is no unique argmaxx(I
x
i (t))) the node
maintains its previous value (other ‘tie-breaking’ mechanisms could be used).
Since the spike-times are independent of other state variables, we can analyse
this continuous time system as a discrete time system: Each discrete time-step
corresponds to a time ts at which one of the nodes may change its state. Then
we can say for the discrete time system that at each round one (uniformly)
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(a) Schematic neuron modelled by GIS
node
(b) A small GISnet with
such nodes.
Figure 2: (a) A neuron under gating inhibition that releases at Poisson dis-
tributed times (rate 1/TG) for a short time (Topen). At these times it evaluates
whether the sum of EPSPs (time constant τe) or IPSPs (time constant τi) is
greater. Typically assume τi ≈ τe, Topen  τe and τe < TG. (b) If the neuron
gets above threshold input (i.e. more excitatory than inhibitory input Ie > Ii)
it emits a spike (i.e. goes to state V e). To model a spiking neuron connection
weights out of V i are zero, those out of V e are random variables that model the
interplay of postsynaptic gating inhibition and PSP shape.
random node undergoes a state change (this state ‘change’ may be the trivial
transition from a state to itself).
Notably the corresponding discrete-time system is Markovian, which simpli-
fies its analysis.
2.2 Single Neurons
Here we layout how spiking neurons can be modelled as GIS nodes. In figure 2
the GIS node used to implement a single neuron is shown.
Let us consider a neuron that receives strong shunting inhibition that is at
Poisson times briefly lifted. During that short open window the membrane of
the neuron will see the current influx through other activated ion channels and
will evaluate, whether their combined conductance is high enough to overcome
its spiking threshold; in other words, it measures whether it has received higher
input to the inhibitory or excitatory ‘mode’ (for a typical biological neuron with
a bias to the inhibitory one). In the latter case, the neuron sends a spike to all
downstream connected neurons that gets multiplied by the synaptic weight; this
spike may or may not have an effect on the downstream neuron, depending on
whether it is relieved of its gating inhibition within the post-synaptic potential
(PSP) time constant (τe or τi). This varying impact of spikes is modelled in the
GISnet by the fact that weights are random variables. The case of inhibition ex-
ceeding excitation, in which no output (spike) is produced, can be incorporated
into a GISnet simply by making all outgoing connections of the ‘inhibitory’ node
state have zero weight.
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Let us consider the distribution of weights we need to assume to correctly
describe a spiking neuron as a GIS node. If we assume some fixed, post-synaptic
kernel and a sufficiently short window during which the neuron’s gating inhibi-
tion is released and it integrates its inputs on to the membrane potential the
effective weight the incoming spike will have, is simply the integral over the
post-synaptic kernel for the duration of the time window; to obtain a proba-
bilistic weight we assume (as previously) that the presynaptic spike time and
the release of inhibition occur at random time points. Note that in this way the
effective weight distribution is generated by the interplay of the post-synaptic
kernel shape and the time-constant of the lifted gating inhibition. For a gating
window of duration TG and a gating function
G(t) =
{
0 if t < Topen
1 otherwise
(2)
we obtain
Weff =
∫ ∆t
0
PSP(t) · (1−G(t+ δt))dt (3)
where PSP(t) is the post-synaptic potential at time t, ∆t is its maximal duration
and δt is a random variable that expresses the time that passed between the
arrival of the presynaptic spike and the onset of the relief of gating inhibition
on the postsynaptic neuron. δt is a random variable and thereby Weff is a
random variable too. In the case of independent Poisson distributions for pre-
and postsynaptic spike windows, δt is distributed according to
p(δt) ∝ exp(t/λ) (4)
where λ is the rate of the postsynaptic spike windows. Note that for a box-
shaped postsynaptic potential and ∆t TG we obtain a Bernoulli distribution
for Weff.
If the timings of the pre- and post-synaptic spike windows can be controlled,
e.g. through some coupling mechanism on the neurons providing the gating
input, one could effectively control the weight distributions between the neurons.
In other words, the network could thus dynamically change its connectivity to
‘load’ a particular effective connectivity matrix by way of coupling the timing
spike windows. In other words the GISnet allows naturally for an instantiation of
the concept of ‘communication through coherence’ [9]: The effective connectivity
of the network can be modified by the coupling of the gating inhibition timings
between various nodes.
A simple biological observation complicates this picture somewhat and de-
viates from the GIS model: A neuron can spike more than once, if it receives
a very high input. This issue steps outside the proposed GIS model. It can be
dismissed if we assume a neuron model whose refractory time constant is longer
than the spike window opened by intermittently inactive shunting inhibition.
However, the possibility of spiking more than once makes the network more
‘expressive’ (there is a greater number of possible states) and could have useful
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effects. Namely if the single neuron has a linear transfer-function, this would
lead to a linear response with Gaussian noise in the limit of a high fan-in, low
leak neuron (see section 2.5).
2.3 Attractor Networks
[16] studied WTA networks under oscillatory inhibition and demonstrated that
they can be modelled by an MCMC sampler: The MCMC operator given in
therein with purely empirical justification, is in fact the MCMC operator of a
GISnet (detailed comparisons of the network model and the MCMC sampler are
given there as well). Thus we provide here the theoretical top-down complement
to the bottom-up approach of that paper.
Notably irregular gating inhibition with periods of relief that are particular
to single nodes can be interpreted as a model of gamma-oscillations [16]. In
summary this is the case, because the interneurons that mediate gamma oscilla-
tions inhibit their targets mostly perisomatically and because gamma-rhythms
originate locally [6]. Perisomatic inhibition is particularly effective in hinder-
ing its targets from firing (while less impacting the integration of currents that
takes place on the dendrites) and the local origin of the gamma-rhythms implies
that at the very least different local neighbourhoods of neurons, are driven with
differing periods.
In practice the local gamma periods are not perfectly stable, but the period
lengths vary [8]. In other words the true distribution of the ‘spike-windows’
mentioned earlier lies somewhere between the analysable Poisson distribution
we assumed here and the oscillatory case simulated in [16] (notably the latter
two produce very similar high level behaviour).
Intuitively the mapping between a GISnet and a network of irregularly inhib-
ited WTA nodes can be understood as follows: Each node of a GISnet models
one WTA unit and each possible value of the node corresponds to one exci-
tatory population in the WTA. The random nature of the connections comes
about by the relative timings of the irregular inhibitory signals to the various
WTA nodes; if a node x is completely unihibited while the inhibition on y is
lifted, it affects it with the full weight, otherwise with a down-scaled weight.
These relative timings occur pseudo-randomly.
2.4 The MCMC Transition Matrix
Here we will describe a method of obtaining the limiting distribution of a GISnet
(if it exists). The key question is how to construct the transition matrix T of
the corresponding MCMC sampler, since this fully determines its behaviour.
Let the system be in state si; what is the probability that it will transition into
state sj? We study three cases for different relationships between si and sj .
1. si and sj differ in more than one variable. In this case the probability Tij
is set to zero, because it is impossible for multiple variables to change their
state at the same time in a GISnet (time is continuous and state changes
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are instantaneous, so that the probability of two occurring simultaneously
vanishes).
2. si and sj differ in exactly one variable. In this case Tij = P (vup)·P (vnew =
v(sj)|si, vup), where P (vup) is the probability that the variable v in which
si and sj differ is the one that changes its state and P (vnew = v(sj)|si, vup)
is the probability that v takes the value it has in sj given that the system
state at the change is si and that vup is the variable that changes its
state. We will shortly address how to construct these probabilities from
the network connectivity.
3. si and sj are the same state. In this case we can construct Tij using the
fact that the previous item implicitly defines the probability p 6= = P (si 6=
sj) by the relation p6= =
∑
j 6=i Tij , so that Tii = 1 − p6= by virtue of the
normalization of
∑
j Tij .
The probability P (vup) is simply set to
1
nN
where nN is the number of nodes
in the GISnet: Each node updates at Poisson distributed time points and it is
therefore equally likely that any node is the next one to update (the update
probability density is constant).
For notational simplicity we will consider the special case where each variable
has two possible states {0, α} and all weights are Bernoulli variables of absolute
value α or always zero. Then Wij,eff = Wˆij · bij,p, where bij,p is a matrix of
Bernoulli variables with probability p and Wˆ is a matrix whose entries are either
zero or α. The general case without these restrictions is straight forward to
write down based on this simpler case, but is notationally cumbersome. Instead
of summing up weights, in this case we simply count numbers of inputs to
a particular state. Let i be the updating node and let ui be the number of
potential inputs to state 0 of i and ti the total number of potential inputs to
node i. The number of potential inputs to state 1 is then ti − ui. In formulas
we define
ti =
∑
j
~VjWij , (5)
ui =
∑
j
V 0j
~W 0ij . (6)
By assumption every potential input is set to zero with probability p. In this
formulation the node receives an effective number ti,eff of inputs. This number
is distributed according to
P (ti,eff = k) =
(
ti
k
)
(1− p)kpti−k. (7)
The aforementioned conditional transition probability P (vnew = 0|sprev, vup)
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is the probability that most of the received inputs go to state 0:
P (vnew = 0|sprev, vup) =
ti∑
k=0
(
ti
k
)
(1− p)kpti−k︸ ︷︷ ︸
P (ti,eff=k)
k/2∑
l=0
(
ui
k−l
)(
ti−ui
l
)(
ti
k
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P (ui > ti − ui)
, (8)
which simplifies to
P (vnew = 0|sprev, vup) =
ti∑
k=0
(1− p)kpti−k
k/2∑
l=0
(
ui
k − l
)(
ti − ui
l
)
(9)
and finally yields
Tij =
1
nN
ti∑
k=0
(1− p)kpti−k
k/2∑
l=0
(
ui
k − l
)(
ti − ui
l
)
. (10)
Note that the above is dependent on the previous state and the target state
because ui and ti depend on them.
Using the above construction, we can evaluate the probability distribution
induced by a certain connectivity by finding the limiting distribution of the
associated MCMC sampler. To get this one still has to solve a large system of
linear equations (the limiting distribution is the eigenvector with eigenvalue one
of the transition matrix).
The construction of the limiting probability distribution would be simpler,
if the transition matrix fulfilled ‘detailed balance’ (Tij = Tji). This is however
not the case in general for a GISnet, similar to the neuronal MCMC sampler
suggested in [5].
2.5 The Single Node Activation Function
A more concise way of describing nodes in a GISnet can be obtained by studying
their individual activation functions. The activation function expresses what the
output response of a single node is for a given network state and connectivity.
By definition we need to evaluate which of the competing states receives the
highest input. For a binary node this means we want to find (for given network
state ~v, and weight tensor W ) the probability that the input to one node state
exceeds the input to the other. We can equivalently asses the probability that
the difference of the two inputs exceeds zero. In this formulation it becomes
clear that a binary GIS node is equivalent to a McCulloch-Pitts-Neuron [11] with
stochastic synapses.. Consider the activation a of a McCulloch-Pitts-Neuron
with Bernoulli input weights:
ai = I
1
i − I0i =
∑
j
V 1j ( ~W
1
ij − ~W 0ij) =
∑
j
~VjUij (11)
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where V j are the presynaptic activities, Uij is a redefined connection weight (the
difference between the weights to the two states) Further we assume ~V jUji =
qj · bp(i, j) to be fixed up to a Bernoulli variable bp(i, j) with probability pon;
then we can write
ai =
∑
j
qjbp(i, j). (12)
ai is now a sum over weighted Bernoulli trials. The central limit theorem states
that the mean of a sufficiently large number of independent random variables
is approximately normally distributed [3] (if the random variables have well
defined means and variances, which is the case here). Formulaically this yields
for a neuron with sufficiently many inputs
ai =
∑
j
qjbp(i, j) ≈ N
∑
i
ponqi,
√∑
i
pon(1− pon)q2i
 , (13)
where the angular brackets denote an average. The probability that ai is greater
than zero then is
p (N (µ, σ) > 0) = 1
2
erfc
( −µ√
2σ
)
, (14)
where we introduced µ =
∑
i ponqi and σ =
√∑
i pon(1− pon)q2i . Note that
the McCulloch-Pitts Neuron with Bernoulli distributed synaptic weights has
recently also been studied in [18]; the ‘synaptic sampling machine’ presented
therein is closely related to a GISnet with binary nodes and Bernoulli distributed
synaptic weights.
We can now also revisit the question from section 2.2, what the output rate
of a neuron that can fire multiple times in one ‘spike window’ would be: This
is simply ai, indeed a linear response (linear in
∑
i qi) with Gaussian noise,
however the variance of the noise increases with increasing mean.
For higher order nodes (with more than 2 competing modes) we can make
similar considerations. Here the input to a single state of the node must exceed
the input to all others for that node to become active. The probability of state
i becoming active is then1
p(i is active) =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(Ii = α)
∏
i6=j
p(Ij < α)dα (15)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
N (α;µi, σi)
∏
i 6=j
1
2
[
1 + erf
(
α− µj√
2σj
)]
dα (16)
where µi and σi are the mean and variance of the Gaussian approximation to
the input to state i as introduced for the binary node.
1note the correction compared to the previous version
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3 Conclusion
In this paper we described an abstract neural network whose functional be-
haviour it is to sample in a Markovian manner from a probability distribution
defined by its weights and detail how it maps both onto networks of individual
spiking neurons as well as populations thereof acting as attractors.
We showed that this model can be viewed as a generalization of synap-
tic sampling machines [18] or McCullough-Pitts-Neurons [11] with probabilistic
synapses and highlighted a new mechanism that could underlie the generation
of probabilistic synaptic weights. While it has been hypothesised that biological
substrates can directly tune the full distribution of the postsynaptic potentials
evoked by single synapses [1] and the reliability of neurotransimitter release of
a particular synapse can indeed be highly variable [4], such hypotheses are as
of yet unsubstantiated.
At the same time the proposed model describes analytically a good approxi-
mation of networks of neural attractors under gating inhibition, that constitutes
a model of gamma oscillations [16].
Neuromorphic systems currently lack the capability of cheaply implement-
ing stochastic synaptic strengths. The here proposed mechanism could be im-
plemented in any asynchronous neuromorphic platform that offers parametric
changes of the PSP shape, such as [21], with the simple addition of a gating
functionality of the kind we described.
The computational efficiency of the generation of stochasticity in the model
we propose, lends itself to direct mapping to neuromorphic hardware: Per rep-
resented variable only a single Poisson spike train of similar rate as the desired
output rate of that neuron is required, which is more efficient than previously
suggested methods in the vein of [20].
Finally the analytically well-described GISnet model will allow us to formu-
late theoretically motivated learning rules for networks of spiking neurons and
attractor networks under gating inhibition in future work.
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